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BRILLIANCE AUDIO, United States, 2014. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 171 x 133 mm.
Language: English . Brand New. Nick Nolan s Double Bound reunites us with many of the characters
introduced in his delightful Strings Attached: Jeremy, now in a committed relationship with fun-
loving, hotheaded Carlo; Arthur, Jeremy s protector, confidant, and mentor; and Katharine, Jeremy
s wealthy benefactress, still hiding a slew of secrets and hidden agendas. This sequel displays the
same wit, verve, style, and sense of adventure that were so engaging and fresh in Strings Attached.
And where Strings Attached playfully alluded to Pinocchio, Double Bound has fun with the Jack and
the Beanstalk fable. Just as Strings Attached was Jeremy s story, Double Bound is Arthur s,
exploring his troubled relationship with disapproving parents and his precarious years as a gay
Marine. However, there s an added element this time out the stakes are higher, the repercussions
more dire, and the choices harder and more consequential. There is a darker feel to this novel,
which not only adds depth to the characters but highlights Mr. Nolan s growth and confidence as a
storyteller. We ve moved beyond high school concerns into real-world choices, where outcomes...
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An incredibly great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Josef ina  Yundt-- Josef ina  Yundt

This publication is amazing. This can be for all who statte that there had not been a worth reading through. I realized this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this ebook to find out.
-- Desm ond Schuster  II--  Desm ond Schuster  II
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